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SOLON PILGRIM BOTTLES. 

I SOLON BOTITLE. 

WE presenit here 
with illustrations, 
drawn for us by 
Camille Piton, of 
two charming pil 
grim bottles, deco 
rated by Solon, and 
exhibited at the 
Paris Exposition of 
1878. These bot 
tles are made. 
either of dark green 
or red porcelain. 
On one of- them 
Cupid is seen seat 

ed by the side of -a basket, with a needle in one hand 
and a heart in the other, looking intently at the heart, 
as if he recognized it and besitated before putting it on 
the string of he'arts at his side. The companion bottle 
shows Cupid, here a half-growri youth, seated with a 
basket of hearts between his knees, while he picks 
them out one by one and tosses them over his shoulder. 

CHAPEAGIOLO WARE. - 

THIS celebrated ware, like many others, takes its 
name'from an obscure village, which chanced to be the 
place where it was first manufactured. Oiron and Sevres, 
as we know, have given their names to some of the most 
celebrated ceramic productions of France. The fine 
falence named after the village of 
Oiron is generally known as Henri 
Deux ware, and is thus easily id'enti 
fied with the period of the French 
Renaissance. The name Chaffagiolo, 
on the other hand, merely suggests 
that the ware so called may have 
been in some way connected with 
Italy, which is vague enough 'cer 
tainly when we' consider that the 
country now called Italy for many 
centuries comprised many sovereign 
states. Yet any one at all familiar 
with history will be quite prepared 
to learn that the Chaffagiolo ware 

was made in Tuscany, the home of 
the. great industrial arts during the 
glorious period of the Renaissance. 
The village lies on the road between 
Bologna and Florence. The country 
house of Cosmo the Great was sit 
uated near the first-named city, and 
it was in the neighborhood of this 
residence that. he established the 
artist who produced this ,f;amous 
majolica. The characteristics by 
which the ware may be recognized 
and the chronological order of some 
famous, pieces are given very fully - 
by Jacquemart. We quote from his 
".History of the Ceramic Art" 
The blue in light strokes, in mass 

or laid on as a ground,: is always 
dark, alm'ost blackish; the strokes 
gone over again by the brush are sufficiently visible to 
show that cobalt has been used in a thick state; a bright 

orange yellow still more opaque, and having nothing, 
analogous to it in other fabrics, harmonizes with the 
blue, and comes out the better from being laid upon a 
very, white enamel. The other colors are naturally lost 
in such company; the copper green is peculiarly liquid 
and semi-transparent. Some pieces, characterized by 
these special enamels, bear the name of the. manufac 
tory, usually accompainied by a monogram composed of 
a P combined with an I or S, and accessory signs. These 
.marks, therefore, are those of the manufactory, and Inot 
a personal signature,- for a considerable interval in the 

dates and an absolute difference of style separate pieces 
with the same mark. 

If, as everything leads one to think, Luca della Rob 
bia acquired his knowledge of the stanniferous enamel 
at'Chaffagiolo, we ought to find works executed at the 
beginning of the rnanufacture among pieces approach 
ing to the Gothic style. To this period may some 
pieces be assigned, enamelled only on one side, the 
coarse ware left uncoated on the reverse; the orange 
tinted borders relieved by -white and blue arabesques 
of archaic style; -the central subjects of Gothic designs 
(one explained by a legend in characters of the end of 
the fourteenth century), exhibit in their heavy style of 
drawing copies from early wood engravings, the sim 
ple efforts of dawning industry. In the historic scenes 
the costumes are those the painter had before his,eyes; 
in sacred subjects one, still -recognizes the slim-bodied 
;figures, sculptured-fti wood or stone,- and muffled up 
with exaggerated nimbi, the draperies with deep folds 
arranged according to routine. The picture is first 
outlined-in blue afone; the orange red serves barely to 
tint the hair and -lighten up the sacred nimbus ; later, 
some yellow and green-washes heighten the ground and 
the costumes. At last, in *the fifteenth century, the 

masters -appear, the churches are coyered with fres 
coes, and the public edifices are peopled with statuary. 
The style shows itself, and schools are founded.. - The 
potters are surrounded with designs, which they trans 
fer to the white enamel; wall tiles show us the figures 
of angels with lilies in their hands ; escutcheons encir 
cled with graceful arabesques; all traced with the fine 
blue of Chaffagiolo and sparingly relieved by a few ac 
cessory colors. Next, with processes still imperfect, 
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CHAF3FAGIOLO HANAP. 

IN -THE COLLEC:TION OF BARON -ALPHONSE DR8 ROTHSCHILaD. 

and with colors of little brilliancy, the Chaffagiolo 
artists attempt high art painting. In the Fountaine 
collection is a cup of coarse clay " crazed,"' and rudely 
painlted, representing the Virgin with the Infant Jesus 
on her knees. .The whole effect -is grand, and already 
manifests the powerful Florentine school. 

On the threshold of the sixteenth century, when 
majolica has taken its place among the furniture of 
palaces; when gigantic dishes and vases of rich forms 
are paraded upon sculptured sideboards, the Florentine 
potters boldly meet the greatest technical difficulties; 
their brilliant warm enamels are brought, like those of 
the Chinese, t o encounter audacious contacts, but, by 

dint of art, harmony comes out of chaos; the bright 
red, yellow, blue and white distribute themselves in 
partial grounds, in 
arabesques and 
borders, with the 
most marvellous 
effect. The es 
cutcheons shine out 
in the midst of 
this pomp of deco 
ration and color, 
and show their va 
ried charges, their 
metals clearly ex 
pressed; " or" 
represenited by a 
yellow as glittering 
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SOLON BOTTLE. 

as the metal itself; "argent" replaced by oxide of tin, as 
shining as a medal from the mirit; gules" of flaming 
red, and " azure" brilliant as lapis-lazuli. The dates 
of 1507 to 1509 are upon these masterpieces of their 
style, with the characteristic monogram of the manu 
factory. 

It would appear that Chaffagiolo produced three 
styles almost simultaneously: the rich arabesque dec 
oration, the lustred ware which may be seen in the 
-Louvre, and, lastly, a fabrication most carefully ex 
ecuted, in which art displays itself in all its power, 
showing the charming characteristics of the transition 
from the simplicity of the Gothic to the elevated style 
of the Renaissance. The most remarkable example of 
this last series is a fine dish belonging to M. Basilewsky, 
the subject taken from Virgil's Eclogues. One would 

think it by Botticelli, so much one 
recognizes the masterly freedom of 

the Florentine school. The borders 
consist of a frieze of genii mounted 
on fantastic animals, terminating in 

scrolls on a dark blue ground; the 

general tone is soft and delicafe, and 

were it not for some touches of the 
characteristic bright red, one would 
not recognize in Ethese pieces the 
bold palette of the Tuscan work 
shop. But there are other pieces 
no less precious, which are evidently 
by the same hand; a conqueror on 
his throne, surrounded by prisoners, 
to whom he appears to be addressing 
a speech, forms the subject of a dish 
decorated with the same borders as 

the preceding, executed with un 
equalled delicacy; the reverse, cov 

ered with blue scrolls, has, for sub 
ject, a cupid holding a dolphin; upon 
a ribbon is inscribed the word 
GONELA. Another sweetmeat 
plate has the same.b border, but the 
central medallion of yellow ground 
is covered with fantastic birds 
heightened with blue. It has the 
mark S. P., and the-word Chaffagiu 
olo; above is the trident, a maritime 
emblem, which it is not without 
interest to associate with the dol phin 
of the preceding piece, as it may bear 
an allusion to the name of the artist. 

There are, then, two very marked divisions. The 
one with bright, almost violent, enamels satisfies the 
requirements of a rich and masterly ornamentation. 
This division corresponds with the end of the fifteenth 
and beginning of the sixteenth century, when the Flor 
entine Republic, governed by the Medici princes, was 
about to form an alliance with Rome, and to furnish 
her with the two Medici pontiffs, Leo X. and Clement 
VII.; hence we find cartouches inclosing the cele 
brated " palle," and -the letters S.P.Q.F., " Senatus 
populusque Florentinus," the senate and people of 
Florence, with the old motto, S.P.Q.R., "Senatus 
populusque Romanus." Two other legends, "Sem 
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per" and " Glovis," accompany the above or the arms 
of Leo X., and appear, by their frequency, to offer an 
other character' by which to recognize the products of 
Chaffagiolo. The second division comprises the works 
of art properly so called, when, to give to the human 
figure all its importance, the painter avoids the use of 
brilliant enamels and keeps himself within a quiet scale 
of colors, appropriate to refinement of drawing 
and finish of detail. An intermediate style, 
which vould appear rather an individual mani 
festation than a particular phase of the work 
shop, exhibits some interesting pieces. One 
of these, in the Cluny Museum, is a votive 
plaque, with the colors incorporated with the 
glaze, archaic ornaments, and the monogram 
of Christ in Gothic characters. Another rep 
resents a celestial warrior resting upon his latice 
after having conquered the dragon. 

The manufactory of Chaffagiolo lasted during 
the whole of the sixteenth century, following 
the various changes of taste. M. Delange, in 
his translation of Passeri, mentions a plate 
signed " In Chaffaggiolo fato adj 21 di junio 
I 590." 

Our illustrations represent a " hanap" irn the 
collection of Baron Alphonse de Rothschild, 
two " coupes" and a plate in the collection of M. 

Basilewsky, and a plate from a German mu 
seum. 

HINTS FOR CHINA PAINTERS. 

IT is always advantageous to amateurs to 
know the colors used by a ceramic expert. The 
average painter who has achieved fame is very 
loth to tell the world how he sets his palette. 
Not so the ceramic artist. So far from making a mys 
tery of such a matter, he is always willing to give his 
experience for the benefit of those less skilful than him 
self. The reason, no doubt, lies in some measure in 
the fact that excellence in china painting depends, even 
in a greater degree, on the manipulative skill of the 
artist than does oil painting. An expert like Mr. Ca 
mille Piton, for instance, might 
safely impart all of his technical 
knowledge to a pupil without fear 
of thereby equipping a rival. In 
oil painting, taking two persons 
of about equal ability, the one 
who had mastered certain secret's 
of the palette would have a de 
cided advantage over the other. 
There are, to Le sure, technical 
secrets in such factories as those 
of Minton, Deck and Haviland; * 
but these are reallytrade secrets, 
which rather affect the proprie 
'tors of the potteries than the ar 
tists employed by them. 
Our readers are tolerably well 

acquair'tr,_ with Mr. Piton's 
methods;'for-the directions pub 
lished each month in THE ART 
AMATEUR for coloring his china 
painting designs are always writ 
ten by him. As many students 
would doubtless like, however, 
to have his palette in a less dis 
connected form, we condense- for 
them from his " China Painting 
in America" (John Wiley & Sons, 
publishers) some of his directions 
as to color: 

Foliage.-In painting foliage 
begin with the stem. Paint each 
' half starting froin the central 
vein, and turning- the brush in 
such a' manner as to form the sec 

ondary veins without the neces 
sity of previously drawing them.. 
For tulips, gladioli, reeds and 
grasses, it is necessary to begin 
at the roots and paint them with 
long strokes of the brush without blending the strokes, 
but showing, on the contrary, the fibres of the leaf. 
-The leaves of the nasturtium and water-lily are p-ainted 

* Such houses as these furnish colors to their artists exclusively for 
their productions, and require that any portion. of the colors not used 
shall be returned when the artists leave their employ; they are very 
careful too, not to trust every new hand. 

with a flat tint converging toward the centre, which is 
lighter, with a very light blue-green shaded with gray. 
Greens must be made by mixing yellows and blues; of 
course all the ready-made greens of the palette can be 
used. They may be mixed together and with most of 
the other colors; they work well with the mixing yel 
low and jonquil yellow for greater brilliancy. If blues 

CHAFFAGIOLO CUP.. 

IN THEC BA~S LEWSKY COLLECTION. 

and yellows are mixed for greens, since. the blues con 

tain no iron, it is preferable to employ the yellow for 

mixing an,d jonquil yellow, which also contain none. 

Gareat care must be taken to apply the -lighter ti nts 

first ; for were the darker tints painted in -first, they 
wvould destroy the lighter ones. Gray-greens are made 

with sky-bluej yellow for mixing, and blue-green. AA l 
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'of the greens may be darkened by the brown's, purples, 
and carmines. 
When foliage is to be baked twice, it is better to re 

serve the purple and blue for the second baking, other 
wise they will disappear. The tips of green leaves, 
-when reddish, are painted with red next the green,- but 
not putting it over. The indentation and the outlines 

of the leaves can be done with brown and a little pur 
ple. A good glaze will be produced by a mixture of, 
deep chrome green, blue-green and ochre all over the 
leaves when dry enough. If the greens be too crude, 
they may be corrected at the second baking with a little 
gray No. I, which 'harmonizes the too brilliant tones 
and increases the glazing. Green for pansy leaves may 

be obtained by mixingdark blue with jonquil yel 
low, a little gray No. 2, and a very small quantity 
of purple. Green No. 5 (grass green) may be also 
employed by mixing it with yellow or blue. First 
put on a flat tint for all the foliage, and then 
make the half tones by adding a little blue, either 
ultramarine or Victoria. Mr. Piton gives the fol 
lowing palette for green leaves and stems: 
Blue-green, chrome green, emerald green, 

ivory yellow, sky-blue, silver yellow, ochre, 
brown No. Io8, etc. 

Red Flowers.-For the lights use carnation 
and iron violet, with warm gray for the darker 
shades to be retouched with red. The red 
brown, when too thin, does not hold fast; do 

not mix it with the yellows; warm gray added 

to the purple gives brilliancy. For the field 
poppy mix equal parts of capucine red' and red 
,brown. It is necessary to bake at least three 
timles, each time applying the mixture, which 
loses at each baking. For the geranium mix 
capucine red with carnation No. i. - For madder 
take capucine red, a little purple, and carmine 
No. 3. His palette for red flowers is: 

Red-brown, capucine red, carnation, iron 
violet, ivory yellow, warm gray, etc. 

Yellow Flowers are painted with silver yel 
low, jonquil yellow, or mixing yellow in the 
light. They are shaded with brown-green 

and a little iron violet. The yellow-greens glaze 
very well when used as a second shade to the 
yellows. When - the centre of a flower is vellow, 
that color may be made with mixing yellow' and 
the shading with brown-green and some touch of 
sepia. For lemon yellow take yellow 47 of Sevres, 
with a little silver yellow. For the buttercup use 

golden yellow, half silver, half 
jonquil yellow. A good Indian 
yellow is got by using half 
jonquil yellow and half ochre. 
For maize use half- ivory and 
half orange yellow. Saffron 
is produced by two thirds ivory 
yellow,-one third carnation No. 2, 
and a little capucine red.' The 
palette for yellow flowers is: 

Ivory yellow, silver yellow, 
jonquil yellow, mixing ysellow, 
brown, green, ochre, orange yel 
low, -sepia, etc. 
Blue Flowers are painted with 

the different blues in very thin 
coatings, and are darkened with 
grays in the last firing. A fine 
blue -is two-thirds of ultramarine 
blue, one third deep blue-green. 
A strong blue is common blue 
and -deep blue with purple. 
Prussian blue can be obtained by 
mixing one third dark blue, one 
third Victoria blue, one third 
ultramarine, a touch of gray No. 
2, a very little purple. Indigo 
will be dark blue with a little 
raven black. Mr. Piton's palette 
for blue flowers is: 
Victoria blue, sky-blue, com 

mon blue, ultramarine blue, deep 
blue, iron violet, grays, blue 
green, etc. 
* Pink and Rose Flowers. 

Pink flowers are to be painted 
very thin with carnines. The 
carmines turn yellow in fire when 
applied too thick. The effect is 
the same when the temperature 

is too low. The carmines become lilac or violet when the 
temperature is too high. The same thing takes place 
-in a less perceptible degree with purples. All the car 
mines are shaded with the same tint. Purples can also 
:be used for strong shadows, and blues for reflected 
-shadows. The strong touches are only made in the sec 
oiid firing. When light tints of roses are made with 
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light yellows, the colors must not be spread one over 
the other, but go side by side, as the yellows would in 
jure the carmines. Generally, the pupils scratch out the 
yellow tint before putting on another tint. Carmine 
and carmine No. I give light pink. For deeper pink uss 
carmine No. 2 and carmine No. 3; for laky pink, crim 
son lake; for peony pink, half ruby purple and half 
carmine No. I; purple-pink, cannine No. I and a little 
purple; 'crimson pink, crimson and purple; half 
carmine No. i, half sky-blue, and a little- carmine 
No. 3 give a good lilac; For mauve use half car 
mine A anid half ultramarine (mallows). ' For vio 
lets use* violet of gold, and for pansies violet of 
gold with a little deep ultramarine. The palette 
for these flowers is 

Carnmine A, carmine No. i, carmine No. 2, car 
mine No. 3, purple, violet of gold, blues, etc. 

As these are golden colors, they do not mix with 
the iron colors, but with the blues and those which 
do not contain any iron. 

White Flowers.--It is better- to have a ground 
'4or white flowers, and the darker the grounding 
around the white paft of the flower, the whiter 
that part of the flower-will appear. Gray grounds 
are well adapted for all flowers. Plates with white 
flowers, such as daffodil, hyacinth, lily of the val 
ley, water-lily, white -lily, china aster, convolvulus, 
iris, etc., make a very good effect with light-rose 
or water-green grounds. It is very difficult to 
paint a white flower on a white ground, because 
the effect obtained is but little. The white flowers 
are sketched in with mixing yellow, which gives 
the light shades; then for the darker tint use 
brown-yellow and ochre. A mixture of silver yel 
low with purple or iron violet and a little blue 
green can also be used. Sometimes a few touches of 
permanent white may be given to the most luminous 

portions.; but this must be done very carefully, for this 
white always forms a relief upon the plate, and gener 
ally becomes rough and soiled if it be not properly 
baked. It must be used with great precaution, for it 
wears off by friction if it is -not very good. Never at 
tempt to paint white flowers on tinted china with Chi 
nese white,- as you will surely fail. The palette for 
white flowers is'* 

- Permanent white, ivory yellow, 
mixing yellow, silver yellow, light 
gray, dark gray, warm gray, carna 
tion Nos. I and 2, capucine red, iron 
violet, etc. 

Fzgure Painting. -For -the flesh 
take carnation No. i, and indicate the 
lines of the eyes, nostrils, mouth, and -. 

*ears, and wherever there is a line or 

-outline in- the -shade, reserving the 
light side, which - should stand out 
upon the ground by its local tint only. / 

After the local tint is placed, prepare 
a little yellow brown and apply it in 
the reflections with another brush.'' 
-The local tint is made to blend with - I 
-the reflections by the putois. Should 
the figure be that of an aged person,> 
-iron-violet may be added to the above 4^ F j\ 
c:olors, and some small forcible strokes f 
may be given before -the tint is dry. -' V i 
For the cast shadows, yellow-brown -; - \ 
may be used -and brown-wrNo. Io8; Q 
and for the strong shadows,;i-ron vio- \ . 
let, -blue -green, -and- delicate gray. - -\ 
*Never use any black in shading the - 
faces. Before using* the putois, the 
tints under the- eyebrows may be 

made with pure carnation-No. I. If 
*the eyes be blue, use sky-blue, a little 
- blue-green, and some- blue-gray. For 
brown eyes, yellow-brown, -retouch-ed 
with sepia or brown -bitu;me. For 
gray- eyes use black-gray, light gray, 
-and a little blue.- The pupil is in 
-. raven black, and lastly the brilliant point is left white, 
is removed with a penknife, or is put in with permanent 
-white. The nose is- shaded with carnation No. I. In 
the-nostrils iron violet -may be added. Attention should 
be paid-to the management of the light on -the angle of 
the- nose. In -painting the -mouth a line should -never 
be made upon the upper lip nor below the- lower lip. 
-The lips are painted with carnation No. I, and slightly 
retouched: with No,- 2. -I-f more vrigor is desired, red 

brown and neutral gray may be employed in ver small 
quantity, together with iron violet. Do not use the 
putois on the hair; it is painted with strokes in its 
ifatural direction. Blond hair is sketched in ivory yel 

V low and shaded with yellow-browrn, brown No. Io8, 
and. finished with gray-brown, bitume, and sepia-no 
black. Black hair is outlined with yellow-brown, 
sepia, dark brown No. 4, and shaded with black and 

CHAFFAGIOLO CUP WITH THE MEDICI ARMS. 
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brown. Draperies are painted in colors as in mono 

chrome. A general tint is laid on and is modelled with 

the same color. Other colors may be employed for the 
reflected lights ; a rose drapery may be shaded with 

blue; a yellow drapery (ivory yellow) with rose and 

capucine red. A white drapery, of which the white is 
reserved in the light, will be begun in very light blue 

mixed with gray and a little green in the shadows. 

Upon porcelain, a very light coat of ivory yellow has 

- . - 
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THE Sk VRES IMITA TION FRA UDS. 

THE measures taken by the French Government to 
protect the Sevres porcelain manufacturers against 
fraudulent imitation do not seem to be all that could be 
desired. The circumstances are thus recited: 

In I848 the device was adopted of placing the desig 
nation under the glaze with green oxide of chromium, 

and with the S and the two last figures of the 
number of the year in an-oval, which mark was in 
some degree secured against imitation. After 
completion of the decoration a second designation 
was -added, usually consisting of " decore" or 
"dord a Sevres," the cipher of the chief ruler or 
the intertwined F. R. of the Republic, and the 
year of the decoration, the latter date often leaving 
the date under the glaze considerably in the rear, 
and showing discrepancies of as much as fifteen 
years. The green mark under the glaze was done 
away with in 1878, for the reason that imitation of 
the second designation would suffice to make the 
imitator legally liable to punishment. But while 
judges at sight of the first mark were before at 
least sure of possessing white porcelain of Sevres, 
complete uncertainty now prevailed also in that 
respect, and in the two years 1878 to i88o a num 
ber of porcelains, of the mo'st different origin; 
though marked " decore a Sevres," got into the 
trade. 
The underglaze mark has now been reverted to; 

but the same ministerial decree ordains that, while 
the refuse pieces shall be given gratuitously'to the 
hospitals, the pieces of the second choice simply 
marked with the designation " dlves de la manu 

facture de S6vres" shall be sold at low prices by 
the pupils of the establishment. By this latter regula 
tion, it is objected, the door is again opened wide to 
fraud and imposition on the part of tricksters, who now 
buy the pieces decorated by the pupils, easily get rid of 
all embarrassing inscriptions, and then enjoy the highly 
important advantage of an underglaze mark unmuti 
lated, which'renders additional decoration and a new 

mark over the glaze so remunerative that the forgers 
will prosper joyfully. Arid apart from this facilitation 

of fraudulent imitation the new regu 
lation seenis objectionable, as it places 
the State as a manufacturer in the 
position of a competitor with the pri 
vate manufacturers of porcelain. A 
person of the most moderate means 
can now buy cheap from the pupils of 
the State establishment a decorated 
service of genuine Sevres. Even now 

' CQ\ '~ -the article of the second choice aver 
"I' ages from 8o to 85 per cent of the 

whole product of the establishment, 
and this cheap, though attractive, 
porcelain, with- the prestige of its 
name, makes-the State manufactory a 

dangerous rival to manufactories 
owned by private persons. 

IF the report be true that the 
t? il Musde' de Clun'y is about to buy from 
"4;D- a well-known Belgian amateur" his 

9; / fine cabinlet of Persian ceramic ware, 

-l -> that institution will then possess the' ^#4<^ K7// largest and richest collection of this 
tM g- ~falence in'the world. At present the 

4 ie ~South Kensington Museum enjoys 

V that distinction. 

IT is important in china painting 
to be careful to choose a perfect piece 
of ware. The porcelain should be 
as white as possible, its borders very 
clean, without any breach in the en 
amel at the edges. Porcelain marked 
with black specks or having other 
visible defects must be put aside uin 

less it is possible to conceal them in backgrounds or in 
the centre of ornaments, where the paint lying over 
them would prevent -them from being as objectionable 
as if they were on a white ground. 

SOME wvondrous lustrous effects in pottery, the secret 
of which has been lost for centuries, seem almost re 
produced in-some pieces of De Morgan metallic ware 
we have seen at Elliot & Goodwin's. 
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